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Electric currents are now recognized to play a Major role in

the physical process of the Earth's Magnetosphere as well as

in distant astxophysical plasmas. In driving these currents

NHD dynamos as well as generators of a thermoelectric nature

are important. The primary source of power for the Earth's

magi^tospheric processes is the solar wind, which supplies a

vo'.\ i'je of the order of 200 XV across the magnetosphere. The

d rction of the large-scale solar wind electric field varies

ci rtany different time scales. The power input to the

ijÄjt etosphere is closely correlated with the direction of the

L; >»je-scale solar wind electric field in such a fashion as to

t nick the response of a half-wave rectifier with a

»jwn-to-dusk "conduction direction". Behind this apparently

v.imple response there AXB complex plasma physical processes

• hat are still very incompletely understood. They are

Ultimately related to auroras, magnetic storms, radiation

telts and changes in magnetospheric plasma populations.

Similar dynamo actions should occur at other planets having

magnetospheres.

Recent observations seem to indicate that part of the power

input to the Earth's magnetosphere comes through MHD dynamo

action of a forced plasma flow inside the flanks of the

magnetopause and may play a role in other parts of the

magnetosphere, too.
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an esanple of a cosnical m dynas» connected to a solid load
is tte coxotating plasma of Jupitar's imwr aagnatospliaxa,
swaapiiig past tha planet's inner satellites. In particular the
electric currents thereby driven to and froa the satellite Io
have attracted considerable interest.
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Our concepts of the Earth's space environment have changed

drastically in recent years. Far fro» being empty, space is

filled with a great variety of plasmas, and these have proved

to be the sites of very interesting physical phenomena. In

particular the response of space plasma to electric fields and

currents has turned out to be much different from predictions

of classical theories. This has far-reaching consequences for

our understanding of cosmical plasmas in general (Alfvén,

1968, 1977). For example, collisionless plasmas, which were

previously considered almost infinitely conductiive along the

magnetic field, may well support large electric voltages, such

as the several kilovolt potential drops above auroras.

In the case of the Earth's magnetosphere the ultimate cause of

the electric current systems is the dynamo action of the

magnetized solar wind plasma. However, as all cosmical plasmas

are magnetized, usually by currents flowing in the plasmas

themselves, dynamo action of various kinds is a very common

phenomenon. It takes place not only in the interiors of

magnetized celestial bodies but also in the thin plasmas of

free space. Several examples of this will be given below.

2.0 COSMIC GENERATORS

There are two main types of cosmic generators. One is of a

nature and taps energy from the random motion

of magnetically trapped particles into electric energy through

the differential drift of electrons and positive ions.

The other is of a aaqnefcohvdgodviifni,c nature and allows

electric energy to be tapped from the macroscopic motion of

space plasmas as they flow past obstacles such as planets or

satellites, or when differential motion is imposed between

magnetically interconnected plasma regions.
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While both seen to be important in the Earth's Magnetosphere,

the HBD dynamo is probable the aiost prevalent in space plasaas

in general.

3.0 THIS ftQJH^ w w ) DYMAMO

3.1 The Driving yorce

The solar wind is a radial outflow of coronal plasaa at

supersonic speed. The Hach number at the Earth's orbit is

about 7 (but varies auch) and the flow continues to distances

of at least 20 A.U. The supersonic character of the solar wind

•ay sees) surprising, since in terrestrial contexts the

transition to supersonic flow requires a Laval nozzle, which

the sun does not have. In fact, before Aa sjtu aeasureaents

had been aade, there used to be two different theories about

coronal expansion, one leading to a subsonic "solar breeze"

the other to a supersonic "solar wind". In the case of the

latter kind of theory the restraining force of the Sun's

gravitational field aatheaatically plays a role corresponding

to that of a Laval nozzle (se e.g. Dessler 1967). For a recent

review of solar wind theories see Cuperaan (1983) and

references therein.

While the theory of solar wind acceleration has been doainated

by hoaogeneous aodels and a basically theraal acceleration

mechanism, observations show that inhoaogeneities, filamentary

structures etc. are very proainent and call for a different

approach to the theoretical description. Already the finding

that coronal holes, where tb<? plasaa teaperature is relatively

low, are sources of high spead streaas of solar wind plasaa

was a difficulty, and there are also other difficulties with

thermally driven solar wind aodels (see Lavine, 1978, cf. also
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Zirker, 1977).

Inhomogeneous models with proper account taken of the magnetic

topology are needed. And although thermal energy released in

the interior of the sun is the ultimate driving force, the

actual acceleration may be electromagnetic in nature. A model

of this kind has been proposed by Carlqvist and Alfven (1980).

Motion of photospheric plasma in the presence of the solar

magnetic field constitutes an MHD dynamo that drives electric

currents. In the case of eruptive prominences such electric

currents flow in loops that extend far into the solar corona.

The plasma is expelled by the i x ft force of the current

system as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Carlqvist and Alfven
9 10

suggest that each current filament may carry 1 0 - 1 0 A and

that numerous filaments together constitute the source of the

solar wind. A similar process, associated with XBP's (X-Ray

Bright Points) has been proposed by the Alaska group (Kan ejfc

ai.., 1983; Akasofu, 1983a) and is shown in Fig. 2. Assuming a

vortex radius of 10 m and velocity of 10 m/s in the presence

of a 10" T magnetic field gives a dynamo emf of 10 kV. With a

height integrated Pedersen conductivity of 10 mho this gives

a current of 10 A/m and a total current of the order of

3 . 1011 A and a power of 3 . 1015 W (per vortex). Further
14 —3assuming an average plasma number density of 10 m Akasofu

(1983a) estimates an electrodynaraic acceleration of 2 . 10

m/s, which exceeds the gravitational acceleration by two

powers of ten (2.4 . 10 m/s).

3.2 Character4s^ic Properties

As the solar wind plasma streams outward its kinetic energy

density far exceeds the magnetic energy density, i.e. the

Alfvén-Mach number is large, about 8, but very variable at the

Earth's orbit. Therefore the magnetic force on the plasma is

small, and the plasma moves nearly radially. As, at the same

time, the magnetic field lines remain anchored in the rotating

sun, the average magnetic field becomes stretched into an
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Archiaedes spiral structure (Fig. 3). As the total magnetic

flux has to be zero, the direction of the magnetic field is

away from the sun in some regions, toward the sun in others.

Based on spacecraft observations in the ecliptic plane the

concept of outward and inward "sectors" was established.

However, as pointed out by Alfven and others and

observationally confirmed by Smith ££ ai.(1978) a more

appropriate interpretation is that the alternation of outward

and inward fields in the ecliptic plane is due to a wavy

demarcation line between essentially hemispherical "outward"

and "inward" regions on the sun (Fig. 4).

In spite of the regularity of the average magnetic field in

the solar wind the actual instantaneous field at any given

point is characterized by large fluctuations rather than by

regularity. Thus the instantaneous direction has a wide spread

around the direction of the average spiral direction. As the

magnetic field 1 fluctuates much more rapidly than the plasma

flow velocity y., the electric field, given by E = - y. x fi ,

is, on a short time scale, controlled by the magnetic field.

In particular, as y. is nearly radial from the sun, the

electric field vector is very nearly transverse to the radius

vector from the sun. Fig. 5 shows an example of rapid time

variations in the solar w'.nd electric and magnetic fields as

directly measured by the ISEE-1 satellite.

Although essentially a hydrogen plasma, the solar wind

contains strongly variable fractions of other elements such as

helium (1-20%).

Fig. 6 summarizes the properties of the solar wind plasma in

terms of velocity, density, temperature and magnetic field

strength (Fälthammar, 1973).
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4.0 THE EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE AS A LOAD

When it encounters the Earth's magnetic field, the solar wind

gives rise to electric currents that greatly deform the nearly

dipolar geomagnetic field and confines it to a region called

the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere extends to a (variable)

distance of about 10 Earth radii in the sunward direction and

has an antisunward tail extending hundreds of Earth radii. In

the frame of reference of the magnetosphere the solar wind

sustains an electric field of the order of 2 mV/m (but highly

variable directions). Integrated across the diameter of the

magnetosphere this corresponds to a dynamo voltage of the

order of hundreds of kV.

The solar wind drives not only the surface currents that

confine the magnetosphere but also current systems within the

magnetosphere itself, including currents to and from the high

latitude ionospheres. These internal currents are responsible

for phenomena such as the auroras and magnetic storms.

The power available in the solar wind over the cross-section

area of the magnetosphere is of the order of 10 W. It varies
14

much (often exceeding 10 t<?) but is always considerably

greater than the (even nto.ce variable) power that is actually

fed into the raagnetospere. A cardinal question, therefore, is

what physical parameters of the solar wind determine the

actual power input to the magnetosperic load.

As soon as in s_i£jl solar wind data became available it was

clear that the magnetic field component transverse the

ecliptic, i.e. approximately transverse to the Earth's diple

moment, played a particularly important role. (Fairfield and

Cahill, 1966; Rostoker and Fälthammar, 1967; Nishida, 1968).

This quantity is intimately related to the dawn-to-dusk

component of the solar wind electric field.
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The total energy fed into the magnetosphere from the solar

wind consists of three main parts:

(1) Energy of charged particles trapped in the magnetosphere

and constituting the "ring current*. (A convenient measure of

this energy is the geomagnetic D index.)
3 w

(2) Joule heat due to Pedersen currents driven in the

ionospheric plasma.

(3) Energy of precipitating particles, especially the several

JceV electrons that are responsible for auroras.

A reasonable clue to the power inputs (2) and (3) is given by

the AE (Auroral Electrojet) index which is based on the

magnetic fields of the associated Hall currents.

From a statistical study Burton si. ai- (1975a,b) showed that

the power fed into the magnetospere as ring current energy

varied with the dawn-to-dusk component of the solar wind

electric field essentially as if the magnetosphere were a

half-wave rectifier (Fig. 7). More detailed studies have shown

that other parameters also play a role. On an empirical basis,

Akasofu and co-workers (Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Akasofu,

1981a,b, 1982, 1983 arb) have proposed that the power input

from the solar wind dynamo should be given by the parameter

e = 1O~7vB2sin4(O/2)L2 W (1)

(for a recent review see Akasofu, 1983a). In this formula v is

the solar wind speed, B the strength of the solar wind

magnetic field, the polar angle of its projection into the

dawn-to-dusk plare, and L i s a parameter with the dimension

length.

An example is given in Fig. 8. Note the large fluctuations

both in available energy and in the fraction admitted into the

magnetosphere. From correlations like this Akasofu argues that

the magnetosphere is directly driven by the solar wind dynamo.

This contrasts with the previous view of the magnetosphere as
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an "unloading system" where energy from the solar wind dynamo

was stored as magnetic energy of a distorted geomagnetic tail

field and then released by an internal instability process.

Other parameters, too, have been proposed as the key to how

much of the available solar wind power actually penetrates the

magnetosphere, see e.g. Clauer £t aX- (1981, 1983), Doyle and

Burke (1983), Reiff ei aj.. (1983) and Wygant si al- 1983. The

best choice, as well as the relative roles of energy storage

and direct driving, remain controversial at this time. Also

the dawn-to-dusk component of the magnetic field (i.e. north

to south electric field) plays a role, e.g. for the pattern of

electric currents to and from the high-latitude ionosphere

(see e.g. BurchfiiaJ,., 1983; By throw si aJL- . 1984).

Studies on a fine timescale have shown that there is a delay

of about 1 hour in the response of the Magnetosphere to

changes in the properties of the solar wind dynamo (Baker si

aX- , 1983). This is illustrated by Fig. 9, which shows, as a

function of delay, the correlation coefficient between total

power U_ released in the magnetosphere and interplanetary

parameters. The figure shows r. very high correlation at a

delay of about 1 hour. It also illustrates that there is

rather little difference between the coreiations achieved with

different indices such as e and vB (the latter being equal to

the strength of the dawn-to-dusk component of the electric

field).

In laboratory experiments simulating the interaction of the

solar wind with the mangetosphere Danielsson and Lindberg

(1964) found that (the equivalent of) a negative dawn-to-dusk

electric field in the incident solar wind produced a closed

magnetosphere with little penetration of plasma, fields or

power. In contrast, the case of positive dawn-to-dusk electric

field led to penetration of plasmas and fields as well as

formation of luminous rings (corresponding to the aororal

zones) around the poles of the Earth model ("terrella"). The

magnetic topology was in this case similar to that envisaged

in Dungey's (1961) theory.
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Although, in a very crude sense, the magnetosphere responds

like a simple half-wave rectifier, the actual physical

processes involved are complicated. The structure and even the

topology of the current systems connecting the solar wind

dynamo with the magneto3pheric loads are still very

incompletely understood.

As the solar wind is supersonic and super-Alfvenic, a

(collisionless) bow shock is formed in front of the

magnetospere at a standoff distance of a few Earth radii. At

the bow shock most of the directed momentum of the solar wind

is lost and the corresponding energy transformed into other

forms, including thermal and electric energy. In this process

the electric field in the shock region plays an important role

(Goodrich and Scudder, 1984).

Alfven and Whipple (1984) have shown that the Earth's bow

shock should represent a dynamo region - characterized by a

negative 5 . i - from which power is removed and transported

by electric current to loads in other regions of space. Using

data from direct electric field measurements with the

satellite ISEE-1, Formisano e_fc &1- (1984) have identified

clear cases where the tangential electric field of the bow

shock is opposite to th<t of the current, i.e. a negative

£ i as required for a dynamo. Exactly how the currents from

the bow shock dynamo close is not known but is a very

important problem.

5.0 INTERNAL MHD DYNAMO ACTION IN. THE EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE

As a consequence of the externally applied dynamo an electric

field is established within the (outer parts of the)

magnetosphere as well. This is variable, too, but is typically

directed from dawn-to-dusk. Its potential has a magnitude of

the order of 100 kV. Due to the direction of the Earth's

dipole field this implies a sunward plasma convection in the

outer parts of the magnetosphere {which are magnetically
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connected to auroral and subauroral latitudes) as

schematically shown in Fig. 10. The role of this plasma

convection for driving electric currents to and from the

auroral ionosphere has been discussed by Boström (1975),

Rostoker and Boström (1976), Alfvén (1977), Akasofu (1982),

Stern (1984) and others. As pointed out by Block (1983) a

thermoelectric generator powered by differentially drifting

charged particles nay also be important.

The electric currents between the outer parts of the

Magnetosphere and the auroral ionosphere are the key element

in the phenomenon of the polar aurora. It is only rather

recently that the role of these currents has begun to be

understood. It is well known that the aurora is caused mainly

by electrons of a few keV energy precipitating into the

atmosphere where they excite atmospheric atoms and molecules,

which subsequently emit the auroral light. The major problem

used to be how these electrons could gain their energy in a

plasma which, according to classical resistivity formulas,

should be unable to sustain any appreciable electric potential

drop between different parts of a magnetic field line.

Alfvén's (1958) suggestion that such potential drops might

exist in the high ionosphere was almost universally rejected,

but we now know, on the bass of in &i£li measurements, that

potential drops along magnetic field lines do exist (for a

recent review, see Fälthaminar, 1983).

The apparently most important reason why such potential drops

can be sustained is the fact that in plasmas of low density,

in the sense defined by Alfvén and Fälthammar (1963), the

concept of conductivity becomes meaningless and misleading.

One consequence is that the ability of the plasma to carry

electric current out of a region of diverging magnetic field

is severely limited. In the case of the Earth's high latitude

magnetosphere it follows from the results of Knight (1973) and

others that the auroral ionosphere has an effective

conductance per unit area, which is of the order of 3 A/m kV -

a "conductivity" does not exist (Fälthammar, 1977). Therefore,

when current densities exceeding about about 1 A/»2 are
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imposed, which typically happens when the total power drawn

fro» the solar wind dynamo exceeds about 10 W (Akasofu,

1983b), voltage differences of the order of XV are established

in the outgoing currents an** give the ingoing electrons, which

carry the current, the required energy to excite the aurora

(cf. Fig. 10).

Recent direct measurements of the electric field in the outer

•agnetosphere have become available only very recently. They

have shown that these fields are much more variable than

envisaged in most theoretical models but confirm the

predominance of dawn-to-dusk direction. Averaging over a large

data set Mozer (1984) concluded that in addition to this main

dawn-to-dusk electric field there are, near the flanks of the

Magnetosphere, also regions of electric fields in the opposite

direction. Exactly how these electric fields and corresponding

antisunward plasma flows are established is not known. Usually

it is suggested that somehow solar wind momentum is

transmitted through the magnetopause so as to drive an

antisunward plasma convection in the outer parts of the

magnetosphere. The electric potential associated with these

reverse fields is only of the order of 10\ of the total

potential.

6.0 MH.P DYNAMO ACTION IN JUPITER'S MAGNETOSPHERE

While the Earth's magnetosphere is powered predominantly by

the solar wind, the situation is very different in Jupiter's

magnetosphere. There, the 3olar wind plays a relatively minor

role, and the chief source of power is the rotational energy

of the planet itself. Still, however, MHD dynamo action is

important in the release of the power.

In the inner parts of Jupiter's giant magnetosphere the plasma

corotates with the planet. As this corotating plasma sweeps

past the inner Jovian satellites, it acts as an MHD generator

with solid loads. The case that has attracted most attention
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is the interaction with the satellite Io.

At the orbit of Io (420 000 km from the planet) the corotating

plasma has a speed of 56 ka»/s and the magnetic field strength

is about 2 . 10 T. The electric field in Io's frame of

reference is thus just over 1 mV/m. The total voltage applied

across the satellite itself is 400 kV. If the 750 km thick

ionosphere is included, the total voltage is about 580 kV. As

a consequence, an electric current is driven across the

satellite and connects to magnetic-field-aligned currents from

the ionosphere of Jupiter and back.

It was proposed by Piddington and Drake (1968) that the

currents driven by the corotating-plasma dynamo will provide

an energizing mechanism for both electrons and ions. As the

conducting ionosphere of Io is forced to move with the

satellite while the rest of the plasma in the same magnetic

flux tube (at least close to the Jovian ionosphere) rotates

with the planet, there must somewhere between exist a region

of parallel electric fields that achieve the decoupling by

"unfreezing" the magnetic field lines (ef. Alfvén and

Fälthammar, 1963). The Iowa group has suggested (Gurnett 1972,

Shawhan et ajL. • 1973a,b, Hubbard et âJ,. f 1974 and Shawhan,

1976) that the required magnetic-field-aligned potential drops

are concentrated to plasma 3heaths at the top of the Io

ionosphere as indicated in Fig. 11. They are expected to be

so-called electric double layers (for a recent review on this

phenomenon in space plasmas, see Carlqvist 1982). In the case

of the upper ionosphere of Io the thickness of these double

layers is expected to be as small as 1/4 km (Shawhan 1976). It

is estimated that the electric currents to and from Io may
-5 -2

reach a density of 10 Am near Io and carry a power of up

to 10 W. The Jupiter-Io dynamo may help populate the Jovian

magnetosphere with energetic electrons in agreement with

Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 observations. These electrons may in

turn, by way of instabilities, contribute to the observed

Io-modulated decametric radio wave emissions, and the ions

accelerated onto Io may cause sputtering of up to 5 . 10

(Na+) ions m"2s"1.
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The profuse emission of ions from Io provides a substantial

•ass loading of the circum-Jovian torus generated by this

satellite. The electric field of the corotating plasma will,

within a gyro period, force any newly formed ion into a

corotational drift motion. The angular momentum thus

transferred to the new ions is taken from the Jovian

ionosphere and transferred by magnetic-field-aligned currents

similar to those going to and from Io itself. Thus the ma3s

loading of the Io torus provides an additional way of tapping

energy from the rotating planet. The rate at which this energy

can be tapped is thus intimately related to the rate of mass

loading. Eviatar and Siscoe (1980) find that an injection rate
29

of at least 2.6 . to AMU/s is required to allow an extrac-

tion of power compared to that needed to drive the Jovian

aurora which is 1.2 . 10 according to Broadfoot et al.

(1981) .

7.0 SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES

The planet Uranus has its spin axis in the ecliptic plane, and

at the present time pointing toward the sun. As certain recent

observations by the International Ultraviolet Explorer

satellite (IUE)of unexpectedly large and variable Lynan-alpha

emissions have indicated that auroral activity takes place at

Uranus, Hill ejfc si- (1983) considered how the auroral activity

can be powered in the end-on magnetospheric configuration of

Uranus. They propose that in this case the solar wind acts

essentially as a "catalyst", while the energy source is the

rotation of the planet. The plasma of the high-latitude

ionosphere is forced by friction to corotate with the planet.

It is magnetically connected to the outer regions of the

nagnetosphere, which by momentum exchange with the solar wind

are prevented from corotating fully. Because of the difference

in rotational state, the ionospheric plasma acts as a dynamo

in Faraday-disc configuration.
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In the case of Venus the solar wind dynamo connects directly

to the ionosphere without an intervening mangetosphere. Very

little is known about this interaction but magnetometer

measurement indicate the presence of filamentary electric

currents in Venus' ionosphere, probably driven by the solar

wind.

A somewhat similar situation exist at comets (cf. Breus,

1982). The solar wind nay again act as a dynamo and dicive

electric currents. Time variations of such currents have been

proposed to explain the changes of tail-structure known as the

"folding umbrella phenomenon" (Ip and Mendis, 1976).
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Fig. 1 Electrodynamic acceleration of solar wind plasma,

according to Carlqvist and Alfvén (1980) by the i x ft

forces of electric currents generated by MHD dynamo

action in the solar plasma.

Pig 2 Dynamo process associated with X-Ray Brigh Points in

the solar atmosphere according to Akaaofu (1983b).
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Fig. 3 The average magnetic field in interplanetary space has

as Archimedes spiral structure imposed by the radial

motion of solar wind plasma and the rotation of the

sun.

Fig. 4 Main magnetic topology of the solar wind plasma

according to Smith fit ai.. (1978).
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Fig. 5 An example of fast tine variations of the electric and
magnetic fields in the solar wind as measured by the
ISEE-1 satellite. Note that the radial electric field
remains essentially zero and that the fluctuations of
the electric field E = -y. x JJ are closely related to
those of the direction of the magnetic field fi (the
plasma velocity remaining nearly constant on this time
scale).
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Fig. € Hi0to9r«»s of solar wind velocity, density,
teapexatuxe and Magnetic field. (Froa Fälthanaar 1973.)
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Pig. 7 Half-wave rectifier response of the sagnetopshere to
the dawn-to-dusk component of the solar wind electric
field (according to Burton £& &1.,1975arb).
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Fig. 8 An exaaple given by AJcasofu (1983a) of tiae variation
of

(1) solar wind kinetic energy flux, X, over the
cross-section of the Magnetosphere (top panel)

(2) the parameter e (aiddle panel)

(3) total power input into the Magnetosphere (botto»
panel). ,
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Fig. 9 Correlation coefficient between total aagnetospheric

power U T and the indices • t and vB (equal to the

dawn-to-dusk component of the electric field) as a

function of delay. Note that both indices achieve a

very high correlation coefficient with U at a rather

well-defined delay of about 1 hour. (After Baker

&1-, 1983.)
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Fig. 10 8che«atic view of the sunward plas»a convection in the

outer magnetosphere acting as an MHD dynaao connected

to an ionospheric load at auroral latitudes. (Artist's

conception by J.kaso.fu, 1983a)
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Fig. 11 Sheaths of electric potential (electric double layers)
in the ionosphere of lo due to electric currents driven
by the dyna«o action of plas«a corotating with Jupiter
(Shawhan, 1976).
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Electric currents are now recognized to play a major role in

the physical process of the Earth's Magnetosphere as well as

in distant astrophysical plasmas. In driving these currents

MHD dynamos as well as generators of a thermoelectric nature

are important. The primary source of power for the Earth's

magnetospheric processes is the solar wind, which supplies a

voltage of the order of 200 kV across the magnetosphere. The

direction of the large-scale solar wind electric field varies

on many different time scales. The power input to the

magnetosphere is closely correlated with the direction of the

large-scale solar wind electric field in such a fashion as to

mimick the response of a half-wave rectifier with a

dawn-to-dusk "conduction direction". Behind this apparently

simple response there are complex plasma physical processes

that are still very incompletely understood. They are

intimately related to auroras, magnetic storms, radiation

belts and changes in magnetospheric plasma populations.

Similar dynamo actions should occur at other planets having

magnetospheres.

Recent observations seem to indicate that part of the power

input to the Earth's magnetosphere comes through MHD dynamo

action of a forced plasma flow inside the flanks of the

magnetopause and may play a role in other parts of the

magnetosphere, too.



An example of a cosmical MHD dynamo connected to a solid load

is the corotating plasaa of Jupitex's inner Magnetosphere,

sweeping past the planet's inner satellites. In particular the

electric currents thereby driven to and from the satellite Io

have attracted considerable interest.

Kev words: MHD dynano, Space plasaa, Solar wind Magnetosphere

interaction


